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DareDolls Apple and Blu approach the old, abandoned magic
factory through a freshly mown path, a detector in hand.
They hone in on a mud pit.

APPLE
The signal's coming from right here.

BLU
I don't like the looks of this,
Apple. This could be a trap.

APPLE
We'll have to chance it. Three
DareDolls have already disappeared
at this very spot.

BLU
Okay. You first.

Apple approaches warily, her boots getting very muddy.

APPLE
Yechh. This stuff is like chocolate
pudding without the sugar.

BLU
They've got a special aisle for
that at the organic supermarket.
Step carefully!

APPLE
I'm stuck!

She begins to sink!

BLU
I was afraid this might happen.

APPLE
Which is why I went first, right?

BLU
Well, to be honest, I got a memo
this morning that said you might be
that traitor DareDoll that
CrimeBase has been trying to fish out.

APPLE
Thanks for the vote of confidence,
partner.

BLU
I'm just following orders.
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APPLE
But did you know that I'm wearing
your favorite boots?

BLU
I thought those looked familiar.
Let me find a stick and I'll pull
you out.

She finds that stick, but it proves too weak. Blu ventures
forward to pull her sidekick out by hand, but soon they are
both stuck. They struggle and finally escape, thoroughly
muddied. They spy a hose and wash off.

Apple and Blu, with hands on hips, enter the factory by way
of a sliding "Star Trek" door. They search the maze.

They finally find a bowl containing some popsicles. They
suck them, lasciviously, until they start to grow woozy.

APPLE
You know, Blu, I feel kind of funny.
Kind of ... woozy.

BLU
Yeah. That is kind of funny.

BLU
I think we've been drugged.

They collapse in a heap on the floor.

They wake tied hand and boot and see a note nearby that
reads, "Back in a few! Don't go anywhere--Chad and Larry."

APPLE
Let's not stick around and see what
Chad and Larry have in mind.

BLU
Roger that, Apple.

They untie each other with their teeth, but Apple makes the
mistake of having a seat on an electrified couch.

APPLE
This couch! It's electrifying me
with sensually low voltage! I can
feel it humming right through my body!
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BLU
There's only one way out of this:
Our belts will have to make contact,
so that our combined charge will
short its circuit.

APPLE
But that will knock us both
unconscious--again!

BLU
I guess it's just one of those days....

Blu does as she promises, and they are soon draped over each
other, vulnerable.

Blu and Apple wake beneath the Web, which contains the Vore
Worm, ready to descend upon them. They are covered in a web
themselves.

APPLE
Blu, I'm caught in this sticky
stuff! I can't get out of it!

BLU
I know! Neither can I!

APPLE
It looks like we're about to become
lunch for a very hungry Vore Worm.

BLU
Perish the thought, Apple, or we'll
soon perish.

APPLE
Maybe. But I'm going to have a hard
time seeing the sunny side to this!

And then the Vore Worm eats them both! Bon appetit!


